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Abbassi, Zeineb
Université de Sousse (Tunisia)
abbassizeineb@gmail.com

Aarons, Victoria
Trinity University
aarons@trinity.edu

Abney, Lisa
Northwestern State University
abney@nsula.edu

Abrahams, Eileen
Schenectady County Community College
abrahae@sunysccc.edu
Achilles, Jochen  
University of Wuerzburg (Germany)  
jochen.achilles@uni-wuerzburg.de

Alahmadi, Hanan  
Independent Scholar  
hanan-alahmadii@hotmail.com

Albin, Craig Dean  
Missouri State University, West Plains  
CraigAlbin@MissouriState.edu

Alvarez-Wilson, Sonia  
No information.  
Sonia.alvarezwilson@mail.ic.edu

Anderson, Dustin  
Georgia Southern University  
danderson@georgiasouthern.edu

Atkins, Urshela Wiggins  
Polk State College  
UAtkins@polk.edu
Banks, Emily  
Emory University  
emily.a.banks@emory.edu

Bannett, Nina  
New York City College of Technology  
NBannett@CityTech.cuny.edu

Basseler, Michael  
Justus Liebig University (Germany)  
Michael.Basseler@gcsc.uni.giessen

Bell, Erin  
Wayne State University  
erin.bell@wayne.edu

Bendixen, Alfred  
Princeton University  
ab23@princeton.edu

Benn, Allan  
East Stroudsburg University  
abenn@po-box.esu.edu

Berbar, Souad  
Tlemcen University (Algeria)  
berbar.souad@gmail.com

Berg, Lon  
Independent Scholar  
LB.ammo@yahoo.com
Bergmann, Ina
   University of Wuerzburg (Germany)
   ina.bergmann@uni-wuerzburg.de

Bhattacharya, Gargi
   Oman Tourism College (Oman)
   gargi.b035@gmail.com

Blin, Lynn
   Université Paul-Valéry Montpellier 3 (France)
   lynn.blin@univ-montp3.fr

Blix, Eric
   University of Utah
   eric.blix@utah.edu

Blom, Paul
   Independent Scholar
   paulewardblom@gmail.com

Bockting, Margaret
   North Carolina Central University
   mbockting@nccu.edu

Brandt, Kenneth
   Savannah College of Art and Design
   kbrandt@scad.edu

Brown, Caroline A.
   University of Montreal (Canada)
   caroline.brown@umontreal.ca
Budick, Emily
Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Israel)
emilyfbudick@yahoo.com

Camastra, Nicole
University of Georgia
njc@uga.edu

Campbell, Donna M.
Washington State University
campbelld@wsu.edu

Carpenter, Cari M.
West Virginia University
cari.carpenter@mail.wvu.edu

Carter, Lindsay F.
Maine College of Art Alumna
lindsay.carter207@gmail.com

Clark, Robert
College of Coastal Georgia
robert.clark@ccga.edu

Clark-Keane, Ceillie
Northeastern University
no email available
Cody, David  
Hartwick College  
codyd@hartwick.edu

Cofer, Judith  
University of Georgia  
jocofer@aol.com

Cole, Terrence  
University of Alaska, Fairbanks  
terrencemcole@gmail.com

Cordell, Ryan  
Northeastern University  
r.cordell@neu.edu

Cronin, Gloria  
Brigham Young University  
gloriacronin@msn.com

Curnutt, Kirk  
Troy University  
kcurnutt@troy.edu
Dawson, Jon Falsarella  
University of Georgia  
jfdawson@uga.edu

DeHaven, Emily  
University of Kentucky  
Emily.r.dehaven@gmail.com

Diffley, Kathleen  
University of Iowa  
Kathleen-diffley@uiowa.edu

Doll, Mary Aswell  
Savannah College of Art and Design  
no email available

Drizou, Myrto  
Valdosta State University  
mdrizou@valdosta.edu

E

Edelstein, Marilyn  
Santa Clara University  
medelstein@scu.edu

Edenfield, Olivia  
Georgia Southern University  
carr@georgiasouthern.edu
Edwards, Bradley  
Georgia Southern University  
bradedwards@georgiasouthern.edu

Ellis, Amanda  
University of Houston  
amandavictoriaellis@gmail.com

Etter, William M.  
Irvine Valley College  
better@ivc.edu

Fabre-Clark, Claire  
Université Paris-Est Créteil (France)  
clairefabreclark@hotmail.fr

Fahey, Tracy  
Limerick School of Art and Design (Ireland)  
Tracy.Fahey@lit.ie

Farnan, Christiane E.  
Siena College  
farnan@siena.edu

Fetherston, Robin L.  
Virginia Commonwealth University, Qatar (Qatar)  
rfethers@vcu.edu
Finley, David
Chandler-Gilbert Community College
david.finley@cgc.edu

Fitzgerald, Jonathan
Northeastern University
no email available

Flanery, Megan
Georgia Southern University
mf02948@georgiasouthernuniversity.edu

Flanzbaum, Hilene
Butler University
hflanzba@butler.edu

Fleming, Julius
University of Maryland
flemingj@umd.edu

Florczyk, Steven
Longwood College
sflorczyk@msn.com

Forsythe, Matthew
Rollins College
MFORSYTHE@rollins.edu

Fox, Heather
University of South Florida
heatherfox@mail.usf.edu
Frank, Michèle S.
Independent Scholar
mfrank2107@yahoo.com

Fuchs, Jeanne
Hofstra University
jfuchs2001@yahoo.com

Gebhard, Caroline
Tuskegee University
gebhard@mytu.tuskegee.edu

Gingrich, Brian
Princeton University
Briangingrich@gmail.com

Goldfarb, Nancy D.
Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI)
ngoldfar@iupui.edu

Goodhart, Sandor
Purdue University
goodhart@purdue.edu

Gordon, Andrew
University of Florida
agordon@ufl.edu
Graham, Maryemma  
University of Kansas  
mgraham@ku.edu

Green, Warren G.  
Dominican University  
wgreen@dom.edu

Grubbs, Morris A.  
University of Kentucky  
morris.grubbs@uky.edu

Gruesser, John  
Kean University  
johngruesser@gmail.com

Hadar, David  
The Open University of Israel (Israel)  
davidhadar81@gmail.com

Haddox, Thomas F.  
University of Tennessee  
thaddox@utk.edu

Hahn, Thomas E.  
St. John's University and Great Neck North High School  
thahn122@gmail.com
Hakim, Andrew M.
Princeton University
ahakim@princeton.edu

Hammond, Alexander
Washington State University
hammonda@wsu.edu

Harris, Bradley
Rhodes College
BradleyHarrisGoodbook@gmail.com

Harris, Trudier
University of Alabama
tharris13@ua.edu

Hewitt, Avis
Grand Valley State University
avis.hewitt@gmail.com

Howard, Thomas W.
Jackson College
howar144@msu.edu

Hudson, Kyra
Weber State University
khudson@weber.edu

Hussey, James
Trinity College Dublin (Ireland)
jahussey@tcd.ie
Isbister, Dong
University of Wisconsin, Platteville
isbisterd@uwplatt.edu

Jaquette, Brianne
College of the Bahamas (Bahamas)
brianne.jacquette@cob.edu.bs

James, Dante
University of Dayton
djames3@udayton.edu

Janis, Michael
Morehouse College
Michael.Janis@morehouse.edu

Jones, Mac
University of South Carolina, Palmetto College
JonesRM2@mailbox.sc.edu

Jones, Sharon Lynette
Wright State University
Sharon.jones@wright.edu

Josephs, Allen
University of West Florida
ajosephy@uwf.edu
Kadmos, Helena  
Murdoch University (Australia)  
H.Kadmos@murdoch.edu.au

Kamatar, Parimala  
Central university of Karnataka, Gulbarga (India)  
pgkamatar@gmail.com

Kennedy, J. Gerald  
Louisiana State University  
jgkenn@lsu.edu

Kilcup, Karen L.  
University of North Carolina, Greensboro  
klkilcup@uncg.edu

Kim, Mary Chi-Whi  
Savannah College of Art and Design  
mckim@scad.edu

Kirby, Lisa  
Collin College  
lkirby@collin.edu

Kopley, Richard  
Pennsylvania State University, DuBois  
xrk3@psu.edu

Kupidonova, Ekaterine  
University of Nebraska  
cupidonovakate@yahoo.com
Kuzmanovich, Zoran  
Davidson College  
zokuzmanovich@davidson.edu

Layman, Richard  
Publisher, Columbia, SC  
rlayman@lpppub.com

La Rocque, Lance  
Acadia University  
lance.larocque@acadia.ca

Leavitt, Joshua  
Ohio State University  
Leavitt.39@osu.edu

Ledden, Dennis B.  
Independent Scholar  
txrew44@aol.edu

Locke, Jeremy K.  
University of Tennessee, Knoxville  
pmj675@vols.utk.edu

Lowe, John Wharton  
University of Georgia  
jwlowe@uga.edu

Luscher, Robert  
University of Nebraska, Kearney  
luscherr@unk.edu
Mangrum, Benjamin
   Davidson College
   bemangrum@davidson.edu

Marriott, Laurence
   University of Northampton (United Kingdom)
   laurence.marriott@northampton.ac.uk

Massar, Kiara
   SUNY Brockport College
   kklc0805@aol.com

Mathershaw, Pete
   Independent Scholar
   p.z.mathershaw@gmail.com

Maxey, Ruth
   University of Nottingham (United Kingdom)
   ruth.maxey@nottingham.ac.uk

McAdams, Charity
   Arizona State University
   no email available

McDuffie, Brad
   Nyack College
   Brad.McDuffie@nyack.edu

Memolo, Jennifer
   Clarkson College
   memoloJennifer@clarksoncollege.edu
Merck, Billy
Portland Community College
william.merck15@pcc.edu

Meredith, James H.
Colorado State University, Global
meredith602@hotmail.com

Meredith, E. Stone
Colorado State University, Global
stoneshifflet@gmail.com

Mitchell, Lee Clark
Princeton University
Mitchell@princeton.edu

Mulligan, Roark
Christopher Newport University
mulligan@cnu.edu

Mullins, Marie
Pepperdine University
maire.mullins@pepperdine.edu

Murray, Joshua
University of Akron
jmurray24@kent.edu
Nagel, James  
University of Georgia  
jnagel@uga.edu

Narbeshuber, Lisa  
Acadia University (Canada)  
lisa.narbeshuber@acadia.ca

Newlin, Keith  
University of North Carolina, Wilmington  
newlink@uncw.edu

Nolan, Jennifer  
North Carolina State University  
janolans@ncsu.edu

Norris, Leah Faye  
University of California, Santa Barbara  
leahnorris@umail.ucsb.edu

Novak, Frank G.  
Pepperdine University  
frank.novak@pepperdine.edu
O'Hara, Sarah  
  Pima Community College  
  sohara@pima.edu

Olson, Dale P.  
  West Virginia University  
  dale.olson@mail.wvu.edu

Orgeron, Taylor  
  Louisiana State University  
  torger6@lsu.edu

Osborne, Patrick  
  Florida State University  
  posborne16@gmail.com

Oster, Sharon  
  University of Redlands  
  Sharon_oster@redlands.edu

Parham, Lisa  
  San Jose State University  
  lisa.r.parham@gmail.com

Peñalba, Mercedes  
  University of Salamanca (Spain)  
  mpg@usal.es

Penry, Tara  
  Boise State University  
  tpenry@boisestte.edu
Petrino, E.
Fairfield University
Epetrino@fairfield.edu

Polanski, David
Independent Scholar
davidpolanski@gmail.com

Polasek, Kelly Roy
Wayne State University
6x2446@wayne.edu

Pöllänen, Iida
University of Oregon
iidap@uoregon.edu

Povero, Nicole
Independent Scholar
nicolepovero@gmail.com

Pozorski, Aimee
Central Connecticut State University
posorska@ccsu.edu

Price, Tracy
Spring Branch Independent School District
tracy.price@springbranchisd.com
Rambsy, Kenton  
University of Texas at Arlington  
krambsy@hotmail.com

Ravita, Tracienne  
Georgia State University  
travita@gsu.edu

Rawlins, Paula  
University of Georgia  
paula.rawlins25@uga.edu

Reeseman, Jeanne  
University of Texas, San Antonio  
Jeanne.Reesman@utsa.edu

Redling, Erik  
Martin Luther University Halle, Wittenberg (Germany)  
erik.redling@amerikanistik.uni-halle.de

Reed, Ashley  
Virginia Tech  
akreed@vt.edu

Reiring, Clara  
University of Düesseldorf (Germany)  
creiring@phil-fak.uni-duesseldorf.de

Reisner, Philipp  
Heinrich Heine University, Düsseldorf (Germany)  
reisner@phil.hhu.de
Rezende, Luz  
Independent Scholar  
luzatdawn@icloud.com

Robbins, Sarah Ruffing  
Texas Christian University  
sarahrobbins@gmail.com

Robinson, David M.  
Oregon State University  
drobinson@oregonstate.edu

Robinson-Malone, Kathleen  
Eckerd College  
robinskk@eckerd.edu

Rogers, Lacey B.  
University of Nebraska, Kearney  
rogerslb@unk.edu

Rosenberger, Diana  
Wayne State University  
Diana.rosenberger@wayne.edu

Rusnak, Andrew Barry Jr.  
Community College Of Baltimore County & the Community College Humanities Association  
arusnak@ccbcmd.edu

Russo, Bernadette V.  
Texas Tech University  
bernadette.v.russo@ttu.edu
Rutkoski, Sara  
City University of New York  
sararutowski@gmail.com

Ryals, Debra  
Pensacola State College  
dryals@pensacolastate.edu

Samuels, Shirley  
Cornell University  
srs8@cornell.edu

Samway S.J., Patrick  
St. Joseph’s University  
psamwaysj@aol.com

Scheiding, Oliver  
University of Mainz (Germany)  
scheiding@uni--mainz.de

Schmidt, Patrick  
Austin Community College  
ptricks@yahoo.com

Scruton, Conor  
Western Kentucky University  
conorjscruton@gmail.com

Senn, Farrah R.  
Andrew College  
farrahseenn@andrewcollege.edu
Serafini, Sidonia  
University of Georgia  

sidonia.serafini@uga.edu

Shaul, Lesa Carnes  
University of West Alabama  
lec@uwa.edu

Shaw, Sunil Kumar  
North Eastern Hill University  

sunilbhu50@gmail.com

Shinn, Christopher A.  
Howard University  

CShinn@Howard.edu

Shoaib, Humaira  
University of the Punjab (Pakistan)  

humairatariqqazi@gmail.com

Smith, Jennifer J.  
Franklin College  

JSmith@franklincollege.edu

Su, Suocai  
City College of Chicago  

ssu@ccc.edu

Sugimori, Masami  
Florida Gulf Coast University  

msugimori@fgcu.edu
Sukhera, Faisal Arif  
Islamabad Model College For Boys, H/9 (Pakistan)  
faisal101sukhera@yahoo.com

Swails, Elizabeth H.  
University of Georgia  
ehs27716@uga.edu

Temple, Josh  
Georgia Southern University  
jt06181@georgiasouthern.edu

Thomas, James W. Thomas  
Pepperdine University  
james.thomas@pepperdine.edu

Turso, Betty  
Palm Beach County School District  
bтурso@aol.com

Tyrone, Charles  
Arkansas Tech University  
ctyrone@atu.edu
VanArsdale, Nancy  
East Stroudsburg University  
npva@po-box.esu.edu

Venkateswarlu, G.  
The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda (India)  
venkateswarlug@hotmail.com

Vivier, Sigolène  
Paris-Sorbonne University (France)  
sigolene.vivier@gmail.com

Waid, Candace  
University of California, Santa Barbara  
candacejwaid@gmail.com

Walsh, Rebecca  
North Carolina State University  
rawalsh@ncsu.edu

Warren, Joyce Pualani  
University of California, Los Angeles  
jlwarren@ucla.edu

Weekes, Karen  
Pennsylvania State University, Abington  
kew16@psu.edu
Weiquan, Gao  
Shanghai International Studies University (China)  
gaoweiquande@163.com

Weyler, Karen A.  
University of North Carolina, Greensboro  
no email available

Whiteside, Briana  
University of Alabama  
bshiteside@crimson.ua.edu

Wilson, Deborah  
Arkansas Tech University  
smawilson@bellsouth.net  
dwilson@atu.edu

Wilson, Joseph Michael  
Catawba College  
jmwilson@catawba.edu

Wilson, Sonia Alvarez  
Catawba College  
smawilson@bellsouth.net

Winters, David  
University of Cambridge (United Kingdom)  
dw471@cam.ac.uk
Zhang, Weihua  
Savannah College of Art and Design  
wzhang@scad.edu